City of

RJs
Minnesota, USA

Regular City Council Meeting Minutes
City Hall Council Chambers, 2660 Civic Center Drive
Monday, July 24, 2017
1.

Roll Call
approximately 6: 30 p. m. Voting and Seating
Order: Laliberte, McGehee, Willmus, Etten and Roe. City Manager Trudgeon and City

Mayor Roe

Attorney

called

the meeting to

Mark Gaughan

were

order at

also present.

Mayor Roe noted the excused absence of

Councilmembers McGehee and Laliberte from tonight' s meeting.
2.

Pledge of Allegiance

3.

Approve Agenda

Addition

City Manager Trudgeon requested the addition of an additional consent Item 9.h to consider approval/ denial of a temporary gambling permit for Financial Planning Association
of Minnesota for a raffle scheduled for August 7, 2017 at Midland Hills Country Club at
2011 Fulham Street in Roseville.

City Manager Trudgeon also noted removal by staff of Business Item 7. c due to favorable
resolution of unresolved city code violations at 453 McCarrons Boulevard.

Mayor Roe requested removal of Business Item 7. g pending further discussion and review of potential First Amendment ramifications and issues with his proposed language

for amendment of a portion of the City Council Rules of Procedure.
Etten moved, Willmus seconded addition of Business Item 7. g to consider adopting a

statement of inclusivity and welcome in the City of Roseville.
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.
Willmus moved, Etten seconded, approval of the agenda as amended.

Roll Call
Ayes: Willmus, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.

4.

Public Comment

5.

Recognitions, Donations and Communications

a.

Recognition

of

Youth Commissioner for his Service to the

City

of

Roseville
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On behalf of the community, Human Rights Commission and City Council,
Mayor Roe thanked Gabriel Cederberg for his service as a Youth Commissioner
to the former Human Rights Commission and presented him with a Certificate of
Appreciation.

Mr. Cederberg expressed that he was thankful for having grown up in a city that
valued human rights; and thanked those he had served with on the former Human
Rights Commission

over

the

last few

years.

Mr. Cederberg wished the new Hu-

man Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission (HRIEC) luck going forward
as they continued to advocate for human rights in the City of Roseville.
1.

Items Removed from Consent Agenda

a.

Consider the Issuance of a Premises Permit for Northstar Search and Rescue

to Conduct Lawful Gambling Activities at 2730 Snelling Avenue N (New Bohemia Restaurant)

At the request of Mayor Roe, City Manager Trudgeon briefly reviewed this item,
as detailed in the Request for Council Action (RCA) and related attachments dated June 24, 2017.

While appreciating staff comments, Councilmember Etten stated his concern in
how this organization can comply with the proscribed trade area requirements
when it was involved in a broader area involving 150 miles within the metropolitan area. Even with the additional information provided to him by staff in response to his question earlier today, Councilmember Etten stated that he remained
skeptical, especially since the Police Department was able to provide no history
locally of this organization; and asked about the follow-up procedure when reviewing periodic reports from the organization as to their meeting the city' s trade
area requirements.

City Manager Trudgeon, as confirmed by Finance Director Chris Miller, clarified
that reporting is done monthly and therefore staff would be able to make a quick
determination if this organization was deemed out of compliance with city code.
If so, Mr. Trudgeon advised that matter would be turned over to the Police De-

partment for their recommendation to the City Council for rescinding the license.
Councilmember Willmus stated that he had similar concerns to those expressed

by

Councilmember Etten,

and was awaiting a response from Police Chief

Therefore, if this was not a time- sensitive isMathwig
sue, Councilmember Willmus expressed his preference to delay action on this
to

his

questions.

Trudgeon

confirmed

some of

matter.

City Manager

that it

was not a

time- sensitive

matter.
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Willmus moved, Etten seconded, to TABLE action on the request to approve a

resolution to approve a Lawful Gambling Premise Permit to Northstar Search and

Rescue for more information to be provided by staff.
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.
Recess

Mayor Roe recessed the meeting at approximately 6: 11 p. m., and reconvened at approximately
6: 14 p.m.
2.

Business Items

a.

Planning Commission Meeting with the City Council
Mayor Roe welcomed members of the Planning Commission, including Chair
Robert Murphy; Vice Chair James Bull; and Commissioner Chuck Gitzen, Julie
Kimble and Sharon Brown. Chair Murphy led introductions of the commission
present tonight and asked his colleagues to introduce themselves.

Chair Murphy expressed the commission' s appreciation for this opportunity to
update the City Council on activities and accomplishments since last meeting, and
to address areas of its upcoming work plan and discussion items scheduled. Chair
Murphy referenced the RCA detailing those particulars seeking further City
Council direction and feedback.

Based on last week' s City Council and REDA discussions, Chair Murphy advised
that the Planning Commission was prepared to follow the requested fine-tweaking
of mixed use designations and inclusion of a residential component as it continued
its review of the comprehensive plan update.

To that point, when looking at renaming various mixed use designations for existing districts, two of which were proposed to require a residential component
Neighborhood Mixed Use

Mixed Use

with a

with

50% to 75%

lower threshold

of

25%

residential use and Community

residential use),

Mayor Roe noted that

in those areas designated as Neighborhood Mixed Use, some of those designated

as such in the community were only 1- 2 lots in from intersections at County roads
and may not lend themselves to a residential component if and when there were
already developed business uses at those intersections. Specific to Community
Mixed Use initially using that same minimum threshold perspective, Mayor Roe
noted that even with the understanding of those calculations in meeting 2040
comprehensive plan density goals, the City Council collectively thought more
discussion was needed.

While not having been at the EDA meeting when these proposed designations had
been

discussed,

Willmus

in his

subsequent

stated agreement with

his

viewing

of

colleagues and

the

meeting,

Councilmember

their feedback then

and

tonight.
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Also, Councilmember Willmus sought to call attention over time to retaining consistency in documents and titles, such as considering re- labeling things from Office/Business Park ( O/BP) to something different that may create uncertainty in
the development community in tracking parcels over time. If found necessary to
change those land use designations, Councilmember Willmus asked that they be
kept as much the same as possible.

Councilmember Willmus stated that, even if being advocated for by the consultant, he asked that when looking at Master Plans or Small Area Plans within a certain geographical area, they not be included as part of the comprehensive plan.
Councilmember Willmus noted that the city didn' t need to look too far back in
history to understand the consequences based on past experiences and lessons
learned.

Specific to Councilmember Willmus' latter concern, Chair Murphy clarified that
this was not his understanding of what was proposed.

Councilmember Etten stated agreement with the majority of Councilmember
Willmus' comments in not looking for a big change to the broader picture, and
agreed

that continuity in titles

was good.

Councilmember Etten also expressed

concern with ramifications for required housing components that could cause
problems with certain developments in the future.

Specific to the Byerly' s area, Councilmember Etten noted the proposed comprehensive plan guidance change from the 2030 future land use map, asking the ra-

tionale in changing something that seemed to be functioning fairly successfully
and

reinventing itself. However, Councilmember Etten noted his concern when

declaring that area between Snelling and Fairview Avenues and between County
Roads C and C- 2 for redevelopment given the improvements recently made and
new construction by many businesses within that area.
In response, Commissioner Bull stated that when the commission looked at that

area and the various land masses now occupied by parking spaces given the frequent public comment, that it wanted less parking lot space in the community or
that redevelopment include more efficiencies, including less space and/ or shared
parking, the intent had been to address that concern and not necessarily involving
redevelopment of existing business structures.
With that clarification in the commission' s rationale, Councilmember Etten stated

that he was fine with that general concept in reducing parking spaces and creative
ways to do so.

Commissioner Gitzen identified himself as the advocate of that broad brush for
that particular area as a discussion item, and therefore expressed appreciation that
Councilmember Etten had focused

on

it.

Commissioner Gitzen

agreed

that this
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area had and was continuing to prove successful, but questioned its continued viability 23 years from now or the status of those businesses as they redeveloped
and/ or changed
ownership. Commissioner Gitzen noted his uncertainty by the
commission or City Council on its future.

Chair Murphy noted that the immediate area at the west and rear of the Byerly' s
strip mall was ripe for redevelopment if not the entire corridor.
Councilmember Etten noted the discussions about redeveloping that area over the
last few

years, and

therefore

agreed with

the

commission' s comments.

However,

when talking about 23 years from now, Councilmember Etten also suggested considering a higher and better use for any and all strip malls in the community, including recognizing different ways to use parking lot space and potential development.

Specific to the mixed use concept as part of their discussion, Commissioner Kim-

ble reviewed the commission' s discussion about attracting developers and marketrate housing in Roseville, with the metropolitan area showing that a mix of housing and retail attracted users and developers.
Chair Murphy concurred, using the Cities of St. Louis Park and Edina as successful examples.

At the request of Councilmember Etten, Chair Murphy clarified that the commis-

sion was suggesting a general direction for the Byerly' s area in considering mixed
uses, similar to that of the current Har Mar Mall area and based in part on the

comments and feedback from residents during community engagement efforts todate.
Councilmember Etten recognized the significant feedback received in recent

walk-abouts by neighbors of the Har Mar Mall area.
In looking at parking and surface mass involved, Councilmember Willmus opined
that sometimes the dual and practical role served by those areas was overlooked
e. g. snow storage),

For the

most part,

and asked that it be kept in mind with future discussion.

Mayor Roe

expressed agreement with

his

colleagues.

In terms

of terminology and titles of land use designations, Mayor Roe stated that he
wasn' t so concerned with continuity as long as the underlying meaning wasn' t

dramatically changed, opining that often new terminology provided better understanding.

In areas of suggested update and those proposing the most notable changes,

Mayor Roe reiterated the importance of including neighbors in those areas to ensure that their voice was being heard and to alert them to proposed changes early
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on in the process before finalizing the plan rather than as a simple check-in at the
end of the process.

Along those lines, Chair Murphy advised that the commission, staff and consult-

ants were still seeking ways and ideas for increasing community engagement given the limited participation to- date, whether at in-person opportunities or through
online attempts.

Mayor Roe noted that this may actually be a positive indicating there wasn' t major dissention from the community on the paths being pursued.

In summation, Chair Murphy concluded that the City Council' s general direction
to the commission was to not get too specific with the comprehensive plan, but

continue updates versus remaking the entire plan.
Without objection, Mayor Roe confirmed that conclusion.

With upcoming zoning code text amendments coming before the commission and
City Council in the near future, and the City Council' s review of an existing
Planned Unit Development ( PUD) discussion later on tonight' s agenda, Chair

Murphy reviewed past practice in creating a number of PUD' s that were still on
the book.
Chair Murphy sought City Council direction on an appropriate response to them and recommendation by the commission if and when the city was
forced to honor some of the older, out-of-date ones moving forward.
Mayor Roe noted that this had come up at a recent City Council discussion as
well, specific to the Centre Pointe PUD advising that the City Council had decided not

there

to

pursue cancellation of

were others

worthy

it

at

of review.

this time.

However, Mayor Roe agreed that

Mayor Roe noted that as part of the 2030

comprehensive plan update, an intentional review of Master Plans and Small Area

Plans was done to avoid complications requiring a comprehensive plan amendment, with a plan to review their relevancy in those areas, and subsequent recommendation for City Council action to abandon or maintain those plans. Mayor
Roe opined that he considered the PUD process similar if and when underlying

zoning applied at which time a PUD should be reconsidered for possible cancellation on a case-by-case basis.
Specific to current design standards, Councilmember Willmus expressed his con-

cern in the urban " building forward" concept or massing buildings along street
frontage, noting that some residents still appreciated retaining a more suburban
aesthetic.

Councilmember Etten disagreed, noting that while it may look or feel strange
when one particular building redeveloped before others in that same block or area,
he preferred to continue moving away from a mass of parking lot in front of development

requiring

pedestrians

to

walk

through

a sea of vehicles.

Councilmem-
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ber Etten noted that while some flexibility may be indicated, the design standard
was still evolving and would eventually become more cohesive.
Councilmember Willmus agreed that there may be room for compromise.
With the Rice Street/ Larpenteur Avenue visioning process, Mayor Roe updated
the commission that the next meeting of that planning group would include a

presentation by the consultant based on community feedback, advising that it may
be coming before the commission in the near future.

Chair Murphy opined that there had been some initial ambiguity accepted by the
commission that the comprehensive plan update timing and looming deadline
took precedence over that visioning plan and its subsequent completion, creating
uncertainty in how they would mesh or whether they would actually do so.
Mayor Roe noted that attempts continued to tie the two items together, but also

noted the option for a comprehensive plan amendment at any point in the future.
Councilmember Etten suggested that the commission and community remain
open to more specificity as the city works with neighboring partners, but agreed
with

the Commission'

s

basic understanding

of

the two

processes.

Councilmem-

ber Etten stated that he hoped the vision could be included with the comprehen-

sive plan update, even if not initially providing specific recommendations for that
area.

In general, Councilmember Willmus sought an update from the commission on

their perspective with communication with the City Council and staff on various

items coming before them, and whether it was functioning properly.
Personally, Chair Murphy expressed interest in improving that area, specifically
in the commission having City Council meeting minutes available to them if individual commissioners were unable to attend or view those meetings and prior to

their next meeting. Chair Murphy noted the importance for the commission to re-

ceive at least a summary of that discussion to understand and know the general direction as soon as possible to inform their meetings.

Councilmember Willmus suggested that staff continue to work on that, noting the

increased difficulties in turn-around time with the commission holding two meetings per month, but also recognizing the importance of that information.
Councilmember Etten agreed that was a legitimate point, and even if and when

the City Council meeting minutes were not available from the recording secretary,
suggested when relevant, a

proved or not—

Chair

Murphy

summary

or excerpt of

that discussion — whether ap-

could be provided to the commission for an understanding.

stated

that the

commission would

be

happy

to

accept a

draft.
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Mayor Roe agreed that relevant parts of discussion could be provided in draft

form, rather than awaiting a full transcription of non-land use items.
City Manager Trudgeon agreed with the goal as a great idea, but also noted the
logistics when the Planning Commission at one time each month met two days after the City Council, and suggested in that case staff provide a verbal or written
report, perhaps via a quick memorandum or an excerpt of draft minutes.

As an advisory commission, Commissioner Bull asked if the commission was
providing the City Council with sufficient information or if there were areas it
needed to be more diligent with. As a group, Commissioner Bull noted the great
variety of perspectives individual commissioners provided, and asked if there was
anything different or in addition that would assist the City Council in its decisionmaking.

In reading Planning Commission meeting minutes, Councilmember Etten ex-

pressed his appreciation of the many thoughtful questions and different perspectives coming out in various ways, addressing many of the questions he might have
before he

could make a

decision.

Also, Councilmember Etten assured that even

when the City Council chose, in their more technical role as elected officials in
the community, to not follow the commission' s guidance, the commission was
doing nothing wrong on their part.
Councilmember Willmus agreed with Councilmember Etten' s comments and appreciation

of commissioner perspectives.

Councilmember Willmus also stated

that the commission didn' t always need a unanimous vote for its recommendations, since individual council members in their view of commission meetings or

review of meeting minutes, were looking at the rationale in any dissenting opinions from the group, providing for that mix of perspective and review of all areas.
Overall, Councilmember Willmus opined that this indicated that the commission

was doing a great job that was ultimately beneficial to the community and City
Council.

Mayor Roe agreed with his colleagues on perspectives and that there was no need

for a unanimous vote at all times especially when that dissenting rationale was included. Mayor Roe opined that all commissioners were doing a good job in expressing their views.
Specific to another matter, if individual commissioners had questions, Mayor Roe

asked that they make sure those answers were included as part of the meeting discussion, or that the commission feel free to table recommendations until that information

was available.

Mayor Roe expressed appreciation for the commission

allowing for that delay as applicable to obtain additional information from staff or
an applicant,

resulting in

a

better

product

for the community.

Even if there

are
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remaining dissenting views, Mayor Roe advised that the City Council subsequently work through an issue to come to a solution that worked for the majority.

Chair Murphy expressed appreciation for City Council feedback, stating that his
goal was that nothing came before the City Council from an applicant that prevented them from making a decision and ensuring that the public had heard the
particulars before the City Council took their final vote.
Chair Murphy stated that
this was part of his personal philosophy and a good part of the commission' s job
to document that information.

Councilmember Etten thanked the commission for their hard work and willingness to take on an extra meeting each month as part of the comprehensive plan
update,

especially

given

the technical

nature of

that

work.

While it took personal

commitments from individual commissioners of their time and effort, Coun-

cilmember Etten noted the big impact it had on the community as a whole.
Mayor Roe thanked the commission for their ongoing work and their time and attendance in providing tonight' s update.
Recess

Mayor Roe recessed the meeting at approximately 6: 44 p.m., and reconvened at approximately
6: 46 p.m.
b.

Consideration of a Community Development Department Request to Perform an Abatement for Unresolved City Code Violations at 1887 Merrill
Street N

Codes Coordinator Dave Englund summarized this request and provided updated

photos of the code violations as of today for this single- family home at 1887 Merrill Street N, with the property owner of record identified as Howard Merrill. Mr.
Englund reviewed current violations, originating from a resident complaint, including

an

inoperable

vehicle (

407. 02. G. 2. c)

and

Junk ( 407. 03. I).

Mr. Englund

estimated that the cost of abatement, encompassing removal of the inoperable vehicle, removal of junk and debris and administrative costs at approximately
625. 00. Mr. Englund reported that there had been some compliance, but an apparent impasse had again occurred with the owner.
At the request of Councilmember Willmus, Mr. Englund identified the vehicle

slated for removal as a white van with current tabs but proven inoperable by the
owner, who had also expressed willingness to donate the vehicle.

Mayor Roe provided an opportunity for the property owner to comment, with no
response indicated or apparent attendance by the property owner in tonight' s audience.

Councilmember Etten asked if staff could facilitate the property owner' s donation
with

any

cost applied

to the property

owner.
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Mr. Englund advised that staff had offered to find an outlet to donate the vehicle,

hoping to avoid incurring costs, but nothing had come to fruition at this point.
Mr. Englund advised that this vehicle had become the subject of numerous neighborhood

complaints and

allegedly hadn' t been

moved

in

several years.

Mr. En-

glund noted the owner' s agreement that is was inoperable and he wished to have it
Mr. Englund reported that the SUV also pictured had also not been

removed.

moved in several years, but that the owner had successfully demonstrated to staff
that it was operable.

Councilmember Willmus questioned the code enforcement capability of the city
since the white van had current license tabs.

City Attorney Gaughan responded that the vehicle had to be operable, per city
code, and typically determination was made based on whether a vehicle had current tabs and inflated tires, and if not it provided evidence of inoperability even
though not limited to that definition. However, Mr. Gaughan stated that his inter-

pretation of" inoperable" indicated a vehicle' s inoperability, therefore under city
code, he opined that the city should be able to address this particular case.
Mayor Roe concurred, opining that inflated or deflated tires was only one indication or option for determining operability.
Councilmember Etten agreed with City Attorney Gaughan' s guidance, opining

that tire status may be the easy way to make a determination, but with statements
made by the owner that it was inoperable, this fit into the city' s nuisance code
definitions; and stated his support to approve staff' s requested abatement.

Etten moved, Roe seconded, directing Community Development staff to abate the
public nuisance at 1887 Merrill Street N by hiring contractors to remove the inoperable vehicle and remove junk and debris; directing staff to bill the property
owner for actual and administrative costs; with the property owner billed for actual and administrative costs; and if those charges are not paid, staff will recover

costs as specified in City Code, Section 407.07B.
Councilmember Willmus stated his support for removal of debris and junk from
in front

of

the garage.

However, Councilmember Willmus expressed concern

with action to remove the vehicle and whether such action could be sustained if

legally challenged by the owner.
Councilmember Etten noted the owner' s agreement to show staff that the other

vehicle was operable and verbally admitting that this vehicle was not.

Mayor Roe noted the owner' s willingness to have the vehicle removed by donating it; and suggested to staff that if it could help facilitate that at" zero" cost to the
city, that seemed to address the city and neighborhood concerns, while solving a
problem

for the

owner.
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Roll Call
Ayes: Etten and Roe.

Nays: Willmus
Motion carried.

C.

Consideration of a Community Development Department Request to Perform an Abatement for Unresolved City Code Violations at 453 McCarrons
Boulevard

As previously noted, this item was removed from tonight' s agenda due to its prior
favorable resolution.
d.

Consideration of a Community Development Department Request to Perform an Abatement for Unresolved City Code Violations at 405 Highway 36
Codes Coordinator Dave Englund summarized this request and provided updated

photos of the code violations as of today for this currently unregistered singlefamily rental property at 405 Highway 36; with the property owner of record
identified as Steve Sine. Mr. Englund reviewed current violations, originating
from a numerous resident complaints, including building maintenance ( 407. 02.B),
debris ( 407. 02. C), junk ( 407. 03. I),

and unregistered rental

status (

907. 10).

Mr.

Englund estimated that the cost of abatement, encompassing repairs to and painting of a shed, removal of junk and debris including brush and tree limbs, and administrative costs at approximately $ 2, 125. 00; in addition to an administrative fine for an unregistered rental in the amount of$ 100. 00.

On the abatement list presented, Councilmember Etten noted that the windows

shown on tonight' s photos were not included.

Mr. Englund responded that as of last week, the property manager disputed any
and all violations and invited staff for an on-site follow-up inspection at which
time staff was able to access the private property without trespass concerns, and
observed additional violations ( e. g.

broken

glass, etc.).

Mr. Englund advised that

those additional violations observed would require a separate and subsequent
abatement process.

Mayor Roe noted that his interpretation of the rental ordinance required a fine for

each day of non- compliance for an unregistered rental property, asking staff's ina one- day violation and $ 100 fee.

tent in suggesting

Mr. Englund advised that staff's intent was to assign the fine in order to incent the

owner to get the property registered as a rental property.

Mayor Roe provided an opportunity for the property owner to speak or to hear
public comment at this time.

Ron Ide 405

Highway

36
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As an eight-year renter of this property, Mr. Ide referenced his receipt of a copy
of

the list

Ide

of

things needing

that he

However, specific to the lawn mowers, Mr.

repair.

they were in violation of city code. Mr. Ide
provided an update of his attempts at compliance to- date and his intent to continstated

was unaware

that

ue addressing those items. Mr. Ide stated that he wasn' t seeking to make excuses,
but with his limited mobility necessitating a scooter or wheelchair, it took longer
to accomplish his intent.

Mayor Roe confirmed that Mr. Ide was the renter and not the property owner; and
also clarified those things included in tonight' s abatement request and those that

would be subsequently addressed.

Councilmember Etten thanked Mr. Ide for his work in addressing these issues; but
opined this also fell under the purview of the property owner and not necessarily
the renter. However, Councilmember Etten asked Mr. Ide for his estimate of time
needed

to

clear

up the

other

issues

of non- compliance on

the property.

Coun-

cilmember Etten asked if it was reasonable to Mr. Ide if the city provided a one
delay in the abatement ( August 4, 2017); at which point staff would be authorized to address any remaining issues as shown in this abatement request to
week

adequately

erty

address

owner—

the issues

without

causing Mr. Ide—

as the renter versus prop-

any undue hardship.

Mr. Ide responded that he could accomplish it probably within two days to a week
if he could get help from his family to do so.

Councilmember Willmus offered his support in allowing Mr. Ide additional time.
However, Councilmember Willmus sought clarification from staff if they had
been in communication with the actual property owner about these issues.
Mr. Englund advised that staff had attempted contact with the property owner
several times, with no response to- date.

Mayor Roe clarified that any abatement costs would be billed directly to the property owner and if unpaid, would be assessed to the property taxes.

Etten moved, Willmus seconded, directing Community Development staff to
abate the public nuisance at 405 Highway 36, unless current violations are completed by the renter and/or property owner by August 4, 2017, by hiring contractors to repair and paint the shed, and remove the junk and debris; with the proper-

ty owner billed for actual and administrative costs; and if those charges are not
paid, staff will recover costs as specified in City Code, Section 407. 07B; and further directing staff to issue an administrative fine for unregistered rental in the
amount of$ 100. 00.

With Councilmember Willmus seeking that the situation be cognizant in recognizing those items under the responsibility of the property owner versus renter;
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Mayor Roe noted that the unlicensed rental registration fee would be separately
billed

and under

the full responsibility

of

the property

owner

for

resolution.

Spe-

cific to the city abatement and lack of information as to any agreement for responsibilities between the renter and owner, Mayor Roe suggested that Mr. Ide consid-

er reviewing his rights as a renter if he was unsure of that status, by conferring
with legal entities to address any concerns or unknowns.
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.

e.

Request for Approval of a MINOR SUBDIVISION of a Residential Property
PF17- 016)

As detailed in the RCA, Senior Planner Bryan Lloyd summarized staff's analysis

of the proposed subdivision of residential property at 2237 Cleveland Avenue, re-

sulting in three residential properties for development of two new single- family
detached homes on proposed Parcels B and C, with existing improvements remaining on proposed Parcel A. Mr. Lloyd advised that as plans for structures are
finalized as part of the building permit application process, other particulars including a tree preservation plan would be reviewed by staff and acted upon at that
time. Staff recommended approval of the request.

The agent of the applicant, Richard Kotoski 2570 N Grotto Street appeared and
concurred with staff' s report.

Public Comment

Darrel LeBarron, 2101 County Road B West
As a resident owning adjacent property, and former member serving on the city' s
Lot Split Study Committee, Mr. LeBarron provided a historical perspective of this
area as the neighborhood moved from rural to suburban as the neighborhood conin itself

retaining large lots.

Mr. LeBarron spoke in support of the request, opining the lots would still remain of considerable size even
when split and as developed lots versus vacant property, would be better maintinued to

reinvest

while

tained then now as invasive brush and vegetation covered the vacant portion of
the parcel.

On a related note, Mr. LeBarron expressed his disappointment with the city' s
maintenance of their property along County Road B and Cleveland Avenue, noting his ongoing attempts of maintenance to his property and clearing he' d performed on the city-owned area at his personal expense that he no longer intended
to

provide

beyond that property he personally

owned.

Mr. LeBarron compared

the city' s lack of attention to their property and minimal efforts over the last year
to a notice he received requiring his response within two weeks to address excess
nuisance vegetation on his private property.
Mr. LeBarron asked that the city aggressively pursue the aesthetics of this quality
neighborhood at County Road B and Cleveland Avenue by addressing numerous
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issues, not exclusive to four unscreened electric utility mechanical boxes, and the
city' s more timely and consistent maintenance of its own property in that area.

As this served as the city' s west gateway and the University of MN' s north gateway, Mr. LeBarron challenged the city to immediately address these neighborhood issues.
Paul Anders, Midland Grove

Upon clarification by Mayor Roe, Mr. Anders negated any concerns he had with
this proposed lot split and its actual location as it related to the Midland Grove
complex.

Richard Poeschl 2220 Midland Grove Road, # 111

Responding to the comments of a previous speaker about aesthetics of the area,
Mr.

Poeschl

addressed

several

Minnesota

Department

of

Transportation

MnDOT) in removing trees that negatively impacted their property values and
the noise buffer at Midland Grove, and without prior notification to residents. Mr.
Poeschl addressed similar MnDOT undertakings when he lived near Har Mar

Mall as the northbound lanes on Snelling Avenue were widened without notifying
residents. While recognizing that the city was not responsible, Mr. Poeschl stated

his disappointment and continuing practice of MnDOT in taking action before
providing notice or an opportunity for response.
Willmus moved. Etten seconded, approval of the proposed MINOR SUBDIVI-

SION of the residential property at Cleveland Avenue, based on the staff report,
public input and City Council deliberation.
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.
f.

Consider a Request to Amend the PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT
PUD) # 1177 ( Center Pointe Business Park) to Include Self-Storage and Oth-

er Uses Supported in City Code Table 1006- 1 ( Permitted Uses) at 3015 Centre Pointe Drive

As detailed in the RCA, City Planner Thomas Paschke summarized the request
for a four-story, climate controlled, self-storage facility on one of the few remaining parcels under this PUD. Mr. Paschke noted the existing PUD' s limitations for
uses such as this, and prior discussions held at last week' s City Council meeting.
Mr. Paschke noted that the Planning Commission' s recommendation was to cancel the existing PUD, but after subsequent City Council discussion, it had become
a moot point, with staff thus seeking direction tonight for support in moving forward with this specific use under the current PUD.

Mr. Paschke reviewed the two steps required of such direction, including the concept stage and subsequent

final PUD to solidify

all

the particulars

with

the

site
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and its development, and enactment of an ordinance moving forward as an addendum to the PUD or a separate PUD for this site by modifying the existing PUD
for this parcel.

With confirmation by Mr. Paschke, Mayor Roe noted that the original PUD had

been amended several times since its origination, including for the Veritas parcel
and built of that site, and a second amendment allowing for restaurant use of a
specific square footage to replace previous office use of this particular property.
While unsure if that very specific square footage made sense going forward, and
remaining open to amending the PUD along those lines, Mayor Roe admitted that

the challenge was in how to amend uses as they obviously also related to this applicant' s proposed use of

the

parcel.

Mayor Roe stated that he wanted to ensure

that if an amendment was rescinded that it would not revert back to the restaurant

use; or whether it would simply indicate cancellation of that particular PUD
amendment.

Mr. Paschke responded negatively, advising that it would be more complicated
than that, requiring establishment of specific uses and creating an amendment that
exactly identified how the site could be utilized moving forward; as indicated in
the application request itself as well as his opening remarks earlier tonight.
At the request of Councilmember Willmus, Mr. Paschke advised that the city was
on the 60- day land use approval clock from receipt of the application, with the
formal application received on June 9, 2017 and concept approval deadline on
August 8, 2017.

Councilmember Willmus stated that he had several concerns, and realized that the

Planning Commission had reviewed the application and recommended cancellation of the PUD that he was willing to consider, but not with the City Council being under the gun with a specific proposal deadline. Along those lines, Councilmember Willmus stated that at this time he was not looking to amend a previous amendment to the PUD in any way, but was more inclined to stay the course
until the full City Council complement was available to see what the PUD should
or could be replaced with before attempting to amend or repeal the existing PUD.

Mayor Roe duly noted Mr. Paschke' s advice that the City Council would need to
take some action tonight on the current request.

Applicant Representative, Chris Puhaula, Iron Point Partners, LLC

Mr. Puhaula provided a background on storage and why the applicant felt this use
was appropriate and productive to Centre Pointe and the community. Mr. Puhaula
stated that in today' s commercial market, storage use fit into retail and business
parks, with their resemblance to an office building and most often utilized by
small businesses including title companies. For comparison purposes, Mr. Puhaula

reviewed

Roseville'

s per capita storage space at

1. 8

square

foot

per capita

that
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was all over

thirty- five

years old.

Mr. Puhaula opined that their proposal would

support the city' s business park; and that the city' s previous use for a restaurant
was antiquated

in today' s

would not contribute

market place.

to traffic in the

Mr. Puhaula further opined that this use

area and

be

of

low impact. As part of their

tax study, Mr. Puhaula estimated that approval of this requested use would repre-

sent an annual deliverable tax revenue to the city of$340, 000. Mr. Puhaula stated
that the applicant team wanted to be part of the Roseville community and encouraged the City Council to be open about this use in the context of the larger business park.

Applicant Representative, Todd Mohegen, Architect

Mr. Mohegen offered his service to respond to any questions of the City Council
related to the application.

Public Comment

James Bull, 3061 Woodbridge Street ( Planning Commissioner)
Referencing public comment at the recent public hearing at the Planning Commission level, Mr. Bull noted that this was presented as a retail- oriented business
that

was

much

in

fice/ Business Park"

uses

language

existing PUD and " OfTherefore, Mr. Bull
specifically excluding " Retail."

contrast

to

the

of

the

stated his view that this was not an appropriate or fitting use as the PUD was written today, and as noted in the commission minutes from that meeting, was supported by his commission colleagues, prompting the recommendation to change
the PUD for this site or cancel it entirely. Mr. Bull sought to reiterate those considerations, and even if as suggested by the applicant' s representatives, the city
chose to assign a use from that established twenty years ago, the retail aspect of
the proposed use remained a major hurdle for him in an area designated as Of-

fice/ Business Park. Mr. Bull recognized that this was one of the last sites to de-

velop and hard to market, but spoke in opposition to compromising away from the
original intent of the PUD.
Tim Callaghan, 3062 Shorewood Lane

Mr. Callaghan spoke in opposition to opening up this PUD or changing it into
something else and agreed that while it was fairly restrictive, if opened up anything could be build there and could seriously and dramatically degrade that area.
Mr. Callaghan reiterated his past comments related to the University of Northwestern' s expansion in this area for classroom use and potential lost tax revenue
with such

tax

exempt entities should such a use

become

permitted.

While the

need for more storage facilities in this area may be a realistic need, Mr. Callaghan
advised the applicant to update their information on storage facilities in this area,

since one in New Brighton was recently build with the reconstruction of the
County Road E- 2 bridge over I- 35W. Mr. Callaghan stated that the proposed ex-

terior materials looked on the cheap side when compared with the existing brick
building exteriors.
Robert

Murphy,

1996 Langton Lake Drive
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As a Planning Commission, Mr. Murphy stated that he was here to speak in opposition to an amendment to the PUD, opining it was not the best use of the property
in a Business Park. If any amendment is to be made, Mr. Murphy opined that it

needed to be made after a broader study of the best possible use of that area today.
Mayor Roe summarized that the proposed use doesn' t fit with the existing PUD
permitted uses for this property; nor did it match uses for current Office/Business

Park designation that may or may not apply to this site.
Willmus moved, Etten seconded, DENIAL of this request based on the following
findings by the maker of the motion, advice of the City Attorney, and input by
Mayor Roe:

As detailed in the B-4 Table of Permitted Uses within each Building Type,
RCA,

page

3), the storage use as proposed is not identified as a permitted

use under the existing PUD

In the 2010 city code update and design standards regulating development,
additional uses under Office/Business Park Districts, Table 1006-1 do not

specifically allow the " storage" use as proposed as a permitted use;
Based

on staffs analyses, applicant introduction, and public testimony
heard tonight, it suggests that retail use is inconsistent with the original in-

tent of the PUD.
One of the underlying purposes of the Office/Business Park is as an Employment District and the provision of high paying and a fair quantity of

jobs, and the proposed storage use as retail does not specifically relate to
thatjob creation and the city' s preference for primary versus support uses.
Roll Call
Ayes: Willmus, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.
Motion carried.

Mayor Roe indicated that the council directed staff and City Attorney Gaughan to
provide written notice of findings for denial to the applicant in a timely manner;
and directed staff to include consideration for a future process for this site on a fu-

ture City Council agenda.
g.

Consider Amendment to City Council Rules of Procedure
As previously noted, this item was removed from tonight' s agenda pending further consideration.

g.

Consider Inclusivity and Welcoming Statement as proposed by Councilmember Etten

Addition to Tonight' s Agenda by Councilmember Etten)
Based on recent community discussions and evidence of residents experiencing
discrimination in various ways, Councilmember Etten submitted his proposal for

City

Council

consideration

to

confirm

the city' s

position as a

welcoming

and

in-
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clusive place

for

all.

Suggested language by Councilmember Etten was as fol-

lows:
The

City of Roseville strives to be a welcoming and inclusive place for all. We
are committed to promoting respectful conduct, equitable service, and diversity in

We condemn discrimination by or against residents, visitors,
city businesses. In our work with the community we
pledge to treat everyone fairly, respectfully and without bias, regardless of their
our

community.

workers,

city

employees or

color, creed, religion, national origin, gender, marital status, familial status, im-

migration status, sexual orientation, age, income, or disability. "
Public Comment

John Kysylyczyn, 3083 Victoria Street

Mr. Kysylyczyn advised that he had intended to speak to Mayor Roe' s agenda

item 7. g originally slotted here from his personal newspaper business perspective
as it related to free speech and First Amendment Rights.

However, in his initial review of this proposed and apparently new mission statement added to tonight' s agenda without the benefit of prior information in meet-

ing packets or with prior public viewing for comment, Mr. Kysylyczyn expressed

his dismay that such a step had been taken, particularly with only three of the five
council members

in

attendance.

Mr. Kysylyczyn expressed his objection to such

a practice, opining it was a bad way to do business and didn' t represent a simple
license approval or standard routine business matter, but actually sought to establish a new mission statement for the city. As an example, Mr. Kysylyczyn noted
the Roseville School District' s process and notice procedure in recently vetting
their mission statement, allowing for months of input prior to adoption.
On this specific proposed statement presented by Councilmember Etten, Mr. Kysylyczyn questioned its necessity since he understood that this was already what
the City of Roseville stood for and how it had done business over the last 20- 30
years and didn' t represent a change or departure from the current way of doing
business. However, if it was being considered, Mr. Kysylyczyn suggested that
consideration be given to potential implications to the city.
Mayor Roe suggested broader language in the statement specific to all that was

done as a city government.
Etten moved, Roe seconded, approval of the Mayor Roe- amended statement as
follows:

The City of Roseville strives to be a welcoming and inclusive place for all.
We are committed to promoting respectful conduct, equitable service, and
diversity in our community. We condemn discrimination by or against residents,
as a

visitors, workers,

city

ryone

city

employees or

city businesses. [ In all that we do

J we pledge to treat eve-

government][

fairly,

respectfully

and without

bias,

regardless

of

their

color, creed,
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religion, national origin, gender, marital status, familial status, immigration

status, sexual orientation, age, income, or disability."

In response to the points made by Mr. Kysylyczyn, Councilmember Etten stated
his understanding of some of those points; but clarified that this was not intended

nor was it presented as a mission statement, agreeing with the speaker that the city
was

currently using

practice.

However, Councilmember Etten opined that this

specifically said it outright and had been the result of recent community conversations with residents of minority backgrounds stating that this was an important
and meaningful statement for them and their families to hear and have the city
Councilmember Etten stated that he was aware that it was the intention
of the Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission ( HRIEC) as part of
confirm.

the comprehensive plan update process to add more formal language and a process for the city to follow going forward.
Councilmember Etten further clarified

that he did not mean in any way that this be adopted as a sanctuary city policy in
any sense at this time.

Councilmember Willmus spoke in support of the motion, noting that the draft
language was primarily drawn from and related to Fair Housing Act language and
the Civil Rights Act of 1866 and Federal and Minnesota Fair Housing Policies.
Councilmember Willmus agreed that this was not intended as a new mission

statement for the City of Roseville, but simply intended to call attention to established practices, and suggested nothing additional be read into it.

From his role as Chair and arbiter for meeting protocol, speaking to Mr. Kysylyczyn' s concerns related to process, Mayor Roe clarified that there were City
Council Rules of Procedure in place on how and when agenda items could be

added to an agenda, with this addition meeting those rules as approved by a majority of the City Council present this evening.
Mayor Roe opined that he wasn' t sure how the city could not practice what this

statement said and that it was not terribly controversial to the extent of putting in
place a statement to avoid breaking the law.

From his perspective of this statement in relation to the city' s mission statement
and its bullet points available on the city' s website, Mayor Roe stated that he considered this as a further expansion of one of those bullet points related to Rose-

ville being a welcoming, inclusive and respectful community and a direct result of
the Imagine Roseville 2025 community visioning process developed in 2005 —
2006 that had been a very lengthy public process up to that point. Mayor Roe
opined that this proposed statement simply expanded upon that language in today' s environment.

Mayor Roe noted that specific to tonight' s action, at a recent City Council meeting as well as the last Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission
HRIEC)

suggestions

had been

made

that

a

brief bullet

point was not enough, and
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stated that he personally agreed with that statement. Also, Mayor Roe opined that
this proposed statement clarified for all where the city stood and what they had
been

in the

moving forward. Mayor Roe stated that
this was a good action to take, and offered his support for the motion.
about

past, and were about

Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.
8.

Approve Minutes

a.

Approve

City

Council Minutes— July

10

Etten moved, Willmus seconded, approval of the July 10, 2017 City Council
Meeting Minutes as amended.
Corrections:
Page 4, Line 5 ( Roe)

Typographical error: placement of" a"
Page 13, Line 17 ( Roe)
Typographical

error: " overhangs"

Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.
b.

Approve EDA Minutes— July

10

Willmus moved, Etten seconded, approval of the July 10, 2017 REDA Meeting
Minutes as presented.
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Etten and Roe.

Nays: None.
9.

Approve Consent Agenda

At the request of Mayor Roe, City Manager Trudgeon briefly highlighted those items being considered under the Consent Agenda; and as detailed in specific Requests for Council Action( RCA) and related attachments dated June 24, 2017.
a.

Approve Payments

Willmus moved, Etten seconded, approval of the following claims and payments
as presented and detailed.
ACH Payments

3, 992, 563. 72

86167- 86384

1, 102, 401. 71

TOTAL

5, 094, 965. 43

Roll Call
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Ayes: Willmus, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.

b.

Consider Approval/Denial of One Temporary On-Sale Liquor License
Willmus moved, Etten seconded, approval of a temporary on-sale liquor license
for August 19, 2017 at Bent Brewstillery at 1744 Terrace Drive.
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.
d.

Approve General Purchases and Sale of Surplus Items in Excess of$ 5, 000
Willmus moved, Etten seconded, approval of general purchases and contracts for
services

as

noted

in the RCA

and

Attachment A

entitled, "

2017 Summary of

Scheduled CIP Items," updated June 30, 2017.
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.

e.

Receive 2017 Second Quarter Financial Report

Willmus moved, Etten seconded, receipt of staff' s second quarter 2017 financial
report as presented.

Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.
f.

Approve Resolution Awarding Bid for County Road B- 2 and Snelling Avenue Intersection Improvements
Willmus

A)

moved,

entitled, "

nue

Etten

seconded, adoption of

Resolution Awarding Bids for County Road B- 2 and Snelling Ave-

Intersection Improvements;"

awarding the project to Bituminous Roadways,

Inc. in an amount not to exceed $ 949, 202. 20.
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.

Resolution No. 11426_( Attachment
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g.

Approval of Licenses for Multi-Family Rental Dwellings of Five or More
Units

Willmus moved, Etten seconded, approval of multi- family rental dwelling licenses as presented and detailed in the RCA of today' s date.
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.

h.

Consider Approval/Denial a Temporary Gambling Permit
Willmus moved, Etten seconded, approval of a temporary gambling permit for
August 7, 2017 at Midland Hills Country Club located at 2011 Fulham Street.
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Etten and Roe.
Nays: None.

10.

Council &

11.

Councilmember Initiated Future Agenda Items and Future Agenda Review

12.

Adjourn

City Manager Communications, Reports, and Announcements
City Manager Trudgeon briefly reviewed upcoming meeting agendas.

Willmus moved, Etten seconded, adjournment of the meeting at approximately 8: 15 p.m.
Roll Call
Ayes: Willmus, Etten and Roe.

Nays: None.
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